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Once upon a time there was
One nice fairy named Elena.
There were two mean fairies:
Gianna and Cece.
They lived in Candy Sparkles.
The three fairies saw

In the newspaper that there

Was a contest so they decided to join.

It was a Tree Planting Contest.
Gianna planted a chocolate tree.
The contest judges watched
Her on Candy Sparkles t.v. station.
Cece planted a lollipop tree.
Then Elena planted a normal tree.
But she lost the contest because
It had to be a candy tree.
Elena was really sad
Because she lost the contest.
She felt disappointed.
Gianna and Cece were bragging.

Elena felt sad.
Then Elena was transformed into a Princess Fairy because she was
The only fairy being nice.
Then Elena's friends said
"Sorry" for bragging.
And they became friends with Elena.